
ANTILLES, DESIGN: LUCA NICHETTO 

Special items of furniture are in greater demand than ever. Life in the age of social distancing calls for 

more than just functional seating and reclining options. Living in these times is a tug of war between 

retreat and protection on the one hand, and the desire for company and spending time together on the 

other. With his carefully thought-through collection for Wittmann Möbel Werkstätten, Luca Nichetto has 

answered this brief with his characteristic exceptional eye for forms, lines, proportion and handcrafted 

details. The outcome is an eclectic collection of communicative pieces that can be arranged in a wide 

variety of constellations, and in response to a wide range of moods and requirements. Luca Nichetto 

deftly cites the opulence of classicism and the refined elegance of Viennese Modernism, maintaining 

the right balance between lightness and comfort. The peerless quality of the materials and the 

immense wealth of details in each of the elements tells an unmistakable tale of matchless 

handcraftsmanship influenced by Venice and Vienna. 

Variants: 

o 52x40x39 cm Granit Labrador Blue Pearl
o 52x42x45 cm Marmor Giallo Reale
o 76x60x45 cm Marmor Rosso Asiago
o 85x45x39 cm Marmor Verde Guatemala
o Feet covered in leather Color black

ACACIA, DESIGN: LUCA NICHETTO 

This side table brings together form, material and finish to stunning effect. Acacia’s formal language 
cites classical Viennese elegance, while the beautiful glass plinth has clear echoes of Murano glass 
artistry. A high-quality metal frame in black chrome combined with an exclusive leather covering gives 
rise to a unique piece exuding handcraftsmanship influenced by Venice and Vienna. 

Variants: 

o Ø=42x55 cm
o tablet leather: Natural siena, Heather atlantik, Guande chestnut und autumn,
o frame: black chrome
o Foot: Murano glass clear, verde oder grey

Wittmann, a family-run Austrian company, produces the highest-quality handmade upholstered 

furnishings. For more than 120 years, the Wittmann brand has been synonymous with precision, 

individuality and unparalleled handcraftsmanship. The company works with internationally acclaimed 

designers to create perfectly made furniture that adorns private residences and out-of-the-ordinary 

contract settings worldwide.  
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